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introduction
Throughout May, high school students from all over 
Australia will be joining together to take 
a voluntary lunchtime detention to stand in 
solidarity with children in immigration detention 
facilities in Australia.
Students will send a message of hope to children in 
detention that they are not alone, and that they are 
welcome in our country. 
Students will then sign the petition calling on the 
government to end mandatory detention for asylum 
seeker children.
We hope not only to encourage our leaders to treat 
asylum seekers with greater compassion, but also to 
change the hearts of those australians who support 
the mandatory detention of all who have been forced 
to flee their own homes, seeking safety. 



Kids in 
detention
Our Government has said that children 
will not be held in immigration detention 
centres. 
In fact, they are still saying it!
Despite this, the most recent numbers 
from the Department of Immigration & 
Citizenship (DIAC) in March 2013 show that 
998 children are currently detained. 
34 children are on Manus Island, 
281 on Christmas Island and 
the remainder in mainland facilities. 
There are a further 985 children in 
community detention.



Australia has signed the Refugee Convention.

The Convention defines a refugee as a person who:

„Is outside their country of nationality or 
their usual country of residence; and who

is unable or unwilling to return or to seek 
the protection of that country due to a well-
founded fear of being persecuted for reasons 
of race, religion, nationality, membership of a 
particular social group or political opinion.



are boat people illegal??

Even if you arrive by boat without a visa, you still 
have the right to seek asylum in australia. 

This right is guaranteed by law. 
It is actually against the law to punish asylum seekers, 

no matter how they arrive in Australia.



what about 

queue-jumpers??„ 
There is no ‘queue’. 
Resettlement through official UN channels 
is only available to a very small number of 
refugees. 
If a ‘queue’ did exist and all the world’s 
refugees were in it, a newly recognised 
refugee would have to wait 170 years for 
resettlement!

It‘s worth saying twice: 
There Is NO Queue!



Think 
we do 

enough?? In 2012, 
developing 
countries 
took more of 
the world‘s 
10.5 million 
refugees than 
anyone else.
Australia 
ranked a 
lowly 47th...

When all the 
countries 
that take 
refugees are 
compared 
according to 
how wealthy 
they are, 
Australia 
ranks 91st...

Think 
again...



will stopping the boats 
save lives??

We all agree it‘s horrible to see 
asylum seekers risking their lives 
making dangerous boat journeys to 
Australia. 
But asylum seekers are much more 
likely to lose their lives if they 
remain stuck in their homeland 
amidst violence and persecution.



NO asylum seekers receive 
ANY money from Centrelink.
Some asylum seekers 
living in the community 
are eligible for a small 
amount of money from 
the Red Cross, equal  to 
around 75% of the Newstart 
Allowance...

do asylum seekers 

live on Centrelink 

benefits??



what to do during your 

detention!„ 
We are asking all students who are taking              
a Detention 4 Detention to do the following:

1. During your Detention, we want you to write 
messages of hope on your hands and arms 
and take photos to upload on our website:                             
www.endchilddetentionoz.com

2. Grab a video camera, and record a message 
of support to help end child detention. You 
can take a look at some other videos here:                            
www.endchilddetention.org/make-a-video/

3. Finally, we want you to sign the petition here:   
www.change.org/petitions/end-child-detention-alto-a-la-
detención





Any Questions??
End Child Detention Australia has a website you can visit:   

www.endchilddetentionoz.com
You can also visit the websites of the groups supporting this 
important campaign to learn more...
Catholic Mission: www.cm.org.au/wmm/advocatetakeadet.html
Catholic Religious Australia: www.catholicreligiousaustralia.org
ChilOut: www.chilout.org
UnitingJustice Australia: www.unitingjustice.org.au
Australian Catholic Migrant & Refugee Office: 
www.acmro.catholic.org.au
Australian Young Christian Students (campaign page): 
www.facebook.com/australianycs?fref=ts
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detention 4 

detention 
Throughout(May,(high(school(students(from(all(over(Australia((((((

will(be(joining(together(to(take(a(voluntary(lunchtime(detention(((((((((((

to(stand(in(solidarity(with(children(in(immigration(detention(

facilities(in(Australia.(

Students(will(send(a(message(of(hope(to(children(in(detention(that(

they(are(not(alone,(and(that(they(are(welcome(in(our(country.(

Students(will(then(sign(the(petition(calling(on(the(government(to(

end(mandatory(detention(for(asylum(seeker(children.(

We(hope(not(only(to(encourage(our(leaders(to(treat(asylum(

seekers(with(greater(compassion,(but(also(to(change(the(hearts(of(

those(Australians(who(support(the(mandatory(detention(of(all(who(

have(been(forced(to(flee(their(own(homes,(seeking(safety.(
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Acknowledgement(of(Country!
I’d(like(to(begin(by(acknowledging(the(____________(people,(the(

traditional(custodians(of(the(land(we’re(meeting(on,(acknowledge(

our(gratitude(that(we(share(this(land(today,(our(sorrow(for(the(

costs(of(that(sharing,(and(our(hope(that(we(can(move(to(a(place(of(

justice(and(partnership(together.(

(

sEE 
This(section(is(where(we(look(at(what(is(happening,(why(it(is(

happening,(and(the(consequences(for(people(involved.(

It(is(important(during(that(during(the(“SEE”(section(we(don’t(bring(

in(our(feelings(or(opinions.(Just(stick(to(analysing(the(facts(and(

people(involved!(

(10(minutes)(

• What(are(all(of(your(classmates(doing(at(the(moment?(What(are(you(

doing?(

• (What(are(you(missing(out(on?(Why?(

As(a(group(read(pages(1(–(8(of(the(information(booklet((don’t(do(the(actions(

just(yet!)(

• What(stands(out(to(you(from(this(info(booklet?(

• What(do(you(think(the(children(in(immigration(detention(are(missing(

out(on(compared(to(you(–(a(high(school(student(in(Australia?((

• Why(are(they(missing(out(on(this?(What(are(the(causes?((think(cultural,(

social)(

• Who(are(the(people(affected(by(the(detention(of(children?(What(are(

the(consequences(for(these(people?(
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THInK 
This(section(is(where(we(look(at(what(we(think(about(the(situation,(

what(others(think,(and(what(our(faith(says(about(it.((

From(these(different(viewpoints(we(come(up(with(an(ideal(

situation(–(our(vision(for(a(better(future.((

(15(minutes)(

(

On(page(10(of(your(info(booklet((the(Actions(page),(there(is(a(photo(of(

street(art(featuring(a(little(girl(holding(some(cards.(Beside(the(girl(is(a(quote:(

“Be(Free”.(Freedom(–(like(choosing(cards(–(can(be(a(bit(of(a(lottery.(Many(of(

the(kids(in(detention(were(living(lives(just(like(yours(before(having(to(flee(

their(homes(and(leave(everything(behind.(

• Could(you(leave(your(friends(and(your(home(if(your(life(depended((((((

on(it?(

• What(if(the(lives(of(your(family(were(in(danger?((

When(you(came(into(the(room,(you(were(given(an(“entry(card”.(There(is(a(

quote(on(the(back(on(each(card.(Read(out(the(quotes(to(the(group.(

• What(stands(out(to(you(about(these(quotes?(How(could(it(be(applied(

to(the(detention(of(children?(

• What(does(your(own(faith(and(values(say(about(children(being(placed(

in(immigration(detention?(

• Is(there(a(different(way?(What(should(be(happening?(

!

(

(
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ACT 
This(section(is(where(we(take(action(to(change(what(is(happening.(

We(have(suggested(actions(to(join(up(with(our(coalition,(but(you(

might(want(to(take(your(own(actions(as(well(as(a(group!(

(20(minutes)(

We(are(asking(all(students(who(are(taking(a(Detention(4(Detention(around(

Australia(to(do(the(following((see(page(10(of(the(information(booklet(for(

more(details):(

1. Write(messages(of(hope(on(your(hands(and(arms(and(take(photos(to(

share(on(our(website(www.endchilddetentionoz.com!
2. Grab(a(video(camera,(and(record(a(message(of(support(to(help(end(

child(detention.(You(can(take(a(look(at(some(other(videos((and(also(

upload(yours)(here:((

www.endchilddetention.org/make5a5video/!
3. Finally,(we(want(you(to(sign(the(petition(here:(

www.change.org/petitions/end5child5detention5alto5a5la5detención(
(

There(might(be(other(things(that(your(group(at(school(might(want(to(do(to(

end(the(immigration(detention(of(children(and(change(this(situation!(High(

school(students(from(the(Young(Christian(Students((YCS)(have(been(taking(

all(kinds(of(actions(themselves(throughout(2011(and(2012:((

Political:!Some(students(in(Port(Pirie(organised(a(meeting(with(their(Federal(

MP.!

Relationship!building:!Are(there(any(refugees(in(your(community(that(you(

could(meet(with(to(learn(more?(

Solidarity:(Hundreds(of(students(found(that(racism(was(contributed(to(

children(being(locked(up(and(part(of(their(action(was(never(to(use(

derogatory(terms(or(laugh(at(racist(jokes(

Social!media:(are(you(on(Facebook,(Twitter(and(Instagram?(Get(sharing(to(

spread(the(word.(



all children have a right to special care 

and protection and to good food, housing and 

medical services. All children have the right 

to love end child detention and 

understanding, preferably from parents and 

family, but from the government where these 

cannot help. All children have the right to 



“For to be free is 
not merely to cast 

off one’s chains, but 
to live in a way that 
respects and enhances 
the freedom of others.” 

Nelson Mandela



all children have a right to special care 

and protection and to good food, housing and 

medical services. All children have the right 

to love end child detention and 

understanding, preferably from parents and 

family, but from the government where these 

cannot help. All children have the right to 



“If we have no 
peace, it is because 
we have forgotten         
that we belong to 

each other.” 
Mother Teresa



all children have a right to special care 

and protection and to good food, housing and 

medical services. All children have the right 

to love end child detention and 

understanding, preferably from parents and 

family, but from the government where these 

cannot help. All children have the right to 



“Until the great mass 
of the people shall be 
filled with the sense 
of responsibility for 
each other’s welfare, 
social justice can            
never be attained.” 

Helen Keller



all children have a right to special care 

and protection and to good food, housing and 

medical services. All children have the right 

to love end child detention and 

understanding, preferably from parents and 

family, but from the government where these 

cannot help. All children have the right to 



“When we focus on ourselves, our 
world contracts as our problems 

and preoccupations loom large. But 
when we focus on others, our world 
expands. Our own problems drift 
to the periphery of the mind and 
so seem smaller, and we increase 
our capacity for connection & for 

compassionate action.” 
Daniel Goleman



all children have a right to special care 

and protection and to good food, housing and 

medical services. All children have the right 

to love end child detention and 

understanding, preferably from parents and 

family, but from the government where these 

cannot help. All children have the right to 



“The opposite of love is not 
hate, it’s indifference. 
The opposite of art is not 
ugliness, it’s indifference. 
The opposite of faith is not 
heresy, it’s indifference. And 
the opposite of life is not 
death, it’s indifference.” 

Elie Wiesel



all children have a right to special care 

and protection and to good food, housing and 

medical services. All children have the right 

to love end child detention and 

understanding, preferably from parents and 

family, but from the government where these 

cannot help. All children have the right to 



“Never doubt that a small 
group of thoughtful, 
committed citizens can 

change the world; indeed, 
it’s the only thing that 

ever does.” 
Margaret Mead



all children have a right to special care 

and protection and to good food, housing and 

medical services. All children have the right 

to love end child detention and 

understanding, preferably from parents and 

family, but from the government where these 

cannot help. All children have the right to 



“The ultimate measure of a 
person is not where they 

stand in moments of comfort 
and convenience, but where 
they stand at times of 

challenge and controversy.”  
Martin Luther King Jr.
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